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Tomorrow, we are told, will be a different world.

The BBC (2014, http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20130102-tomorrows-world) bet that by 2020 most humans will be permanently wearing devices that will record all conversations... by 2025 you will be able to upload the contents of your brain to a computer... and by 2035 you will be able to log onto IT systems from your brain. While some of the BBC’s other predictions made have come true, the question arises, how will this leap in technology affect education, and where does the luddite sit in the future of education?

This presentation will explore the need for the old ways and the new ways to come together in harmony in order to provide the best learning experiences possible for the students under our care. This talk will bring a clash of cultures together to show that while the old needs to adapt to the new ideologies of tomorrow, future practise cannot discard our past otherwise a gap will form that no amount of putty will fill.